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posed of soldiers, is capable pretty well of understanding
a prisoner's mentality, temptations, and circumstances.
Neither prosecutor nor prisoner's friend is permitted to
badger a witness in cross-examination; questions in any-
way hostile must be asked by the Court at the suggestion
of the officers acting as counsel. That gets rid of the element
of surprise and confusion in the witness and works quite
surprisingly towards getting at the truth. ... I feel even
now immense satisfaction at the way that two cross-examina-
tions in defence that I conducted worked out twenty years
ago. . , . And justice was ensured by simply asking,
repeatedly, without excitement or vituperation: "Will the
Honourable Court ask the witness to answer yes or no" . . .
to such and such a question.
§
All laws are rule-of-thumb abominations because they are
the expression of the voice of the political majority at any
given moment. They will thus be certain to press unjustly
here and there; nowhere can they ensure the enactment of
justice. Laws apply only to theoretic norms. No norms exist.
That is your reductio ad absurdum.
It is frequently said epigrammatically that the opinion of
the majority is always wrong. Be that as it may, since it is
abhorrent that one man should live in subjection to another.,
it is wrong that minorities should be subject to the will of
majorities. Why should I, a, let us say, Quietist Anarchist
living in the mild climate of the Great Route, be subject to
the law expressing the conscientious opinions of you, an
absolute monarchist, living in the bracing climate of the
State of Maine pr in the Pas de Calais? Equally why should
you who are an absolutist be subject to the no-law of me, the
Quietist Anarchist? Neither is right, neither reasonable,
neither alternative is even practical. One or other of us is
the more intelligent. It is inexpedient that the more should
be governed by the less intelligent . . . but it is just as
wrong the other way round.
The only way to get round that dilemma is to split great
national units into smaller units without barriers, each

